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Whitlock Ortho Taxi

Northwest Arkansas’ Most Unique Student Taxi Service

W

hitlock Ortho Taxi, a student
taxi service unique within the
Northwest Arkansas area, is helping to
take some of the pain out of orthodontic
appointments.
In 2009 Dr. Boyd Whitlock of Whitlock
Orthodontics debuted the Whitlock Ortho
Taxi, a customized, five-passenger H2
Hummer designed to transport students
to and from appointments scheduled
during school hours, free of charge. While
orthodontic offices around the country are
using similar systems with great success,
Whitlock Orthodontics was the first and
remains the only orthodontic office in
Northwest Arkansas to offer such a service.
Operating five days a week during the
school year, Whitlock Ortho Taxi serves
schools all across Northwest Arkansas
and transports students of all ages. While
Fayetteville, Springdale, Rogers and
Bentonville junior highs and high schools
are the taxi’s most frequent stops, it also
regularly visits elementary and middle
schools, as well as smaller school districts
such as Farmington, Prairie Grove and
Elkins. Working on a rotation, the taxi makes
stops at a new school each day, taking up to
five students at a time.
With the option to schedule an
appointment during the same timeframe as
a friend, this service is not only convenient,
but it is a fun and unique way to get patients
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excited about their appointments. Whitlock
Orthodontics aims to give its patients a
positive experience. From Hummer rides
with friends to video games in the office
lobby, staff members strive to make their
patients’ overall orthodontic involvement
an enjoyable one.
“We do this for our patients because
we want their experience with braces to
be the best that it can be,” says scheduling
and financial coordinator Ashley Goode.
“We want to change the experience for the
patients and make it as fun as possible.
We want them to enjoy coming to our
office to see us.”
In addition to it being a fun experience
for the patient, Whitlock Ortho Taxi exists
to make life a little easier on parents. It’s
not always possible for parents to leave
work to shuttle their child to and from
an appointment, but with Whitlock Ortho
Taxi, that’s no longer a concern that parents
have to worry about. While a patient will
occasionally have to relay a message to mom
or dad, all financial matters are handled
directly with a parent or guardian, making
things quick and easy for all parties involved.
“Convenience is our main focus,” says
Goode. “We truly take that extra step for our
[patients’] parents.”
To qualify for the taxi service, a patient’s
scheduled appointment time must be less
than 40 minutes, and a permission slip is

required. Concerned about missing lunch?
Not to worry. If a patient’s appointment is
scheduled during their lunch break, Whitlock
Orthodontics will provide that student with
pizza before returning him or her to school.
Furthermore, if a patient has an unexpected
test or pop quiz during the appointment
time, the Hummer will come back after that
test and then take the student to his or her
appointment.
With five years of continued success,
Whitlock Ortho Taxi ensures that patients
receive the best orthodontic care while
missing as little school as possible. As a
trend that’s quickly catching on across the
country, Whitlock Orthodontics is proud to
serve the Northwest Arkansas community
with such a unique offering. While there is
currently no plan to add a second vehicle
to the service, as the trend catches on
and the demand for transportation grows,
an addition in the future is certainly a
possibility. For now, parents can rest
easy and let Whitlock Orthodontics ease
some of their stress, while students can
enjoy a ride in a Hummer, making their
orthodontic experience exciting and worth
talking about. ■

For more information visit,
www.drwhitlock.com.

